[Value of intravoxel incoherent motion diffusion weighted imaging in evaluating the microstructure changes in white matter hyperintensities].
Objective: To investigate the value of intravoxel incoherent motion diffusion weighted imaging (IVIM DWI) in evaluating microstructure changes in elderly white matter hyperintensities (WMH) patients and to analyze the correlation between IVIM parameters and severity grading and cognitive scores. Methods: Sixty-two WMH patients in Zhejiang Hospital were collected from December 2014 to March 2018 and underwent conventional magnetic resonance (MR) plain scan and diffusion weighted imaging with different b values. The age was 60-92(74±10) years with 37 males, 25 females. The severity of WMH was assessed by T(2) fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequence and Fazekas score,which were divided into two subgroups. Slow diffusion coefficient (D), fast diffusion coefficient (D(*)) and perfusion fraction (f) from IVIM parameters of double exponential model were compared between regions of WMH (deep WMH (DWMH) and periventricular WMH (PWMH)) and surrounding normal white matter (NWM).The Shapiro-Wilk test was used for normality tests, Kruskal-Wallis tests and Dwass-Steel-Critchlow-Fligner (DSCF) procedure were used for the comparison among these parameters. Furthermore, Wilcoxon two-sample test was used for the comparisons between different severity. Pearson correlation analysis was performed to determine whether these D, D(*), f values were correlated with the mini mental state examination (MMSE) scores. Results: D(D)WMH (0.83(0.72,0.99)×10(-3) mm(2)/s), D(PWMH)((1.13±0.25)×10(-3) mm(2)/s) were significantly higher than D(NWM) ((0.71±0.05)×10(-3) mm(2)/s)(P<0.01). f (DWMH) ((8.94%(7.46%,11.67%)), f (PWMH)(8.34%(6.73%,9.96%)) were significantly higher than f (NWM)(6.71%±1.72%)(P<0.01).D in DWMH were significantly lower than that in PWMH(P<0.01), there's no statistically difference between other groups. D in severe WMH (both DWMH and PWMH) were significantly higher than that in mild WMH (P=0.000 1, P=0.04). Only f in PWMH were positively associated with the MMSE scores (r=0.326 5,P<0.05). Conclusions: IVIM DWI can noninvasively assess the variation of microstructure diffusion and perfusion in WMH in one sequence,which may objectively reflect the severity of these lesions. This method has important clinical significance for better assessment and management of this disease.